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In 1943, when the German military campaign was decisively weakened after the Wehrmacht’s defeat at Stalingrad, Werner Daitz, a long-time economic adviser of the NSDAP, published his book *Lebensraum und gerechte Weltordnung: Grundlagen einer Anti-Atlantikcharta*, literally ‘Living Space and Just World Order: Fundamentals of an Anti-Atlantic Charta’. Since the beginning of the Second World War, Daitz was engaged in a propaganda campaign for what he referred to as ‘völkische Großraumwirtschaft’, that is large-scale economic planning based on völkisch ideas. Daitz predicted the advent of a new world order with the hegemony of the declining British Empire and the United States displaced by a united Europe which were to derive its superior stability and power from the fact that, under German rule, its political borders would perfectly align with its biological and cultural settlement areas.\(^1\) An empire could only survive, Daitz lectured, if its territorial reach coincided with the natural ‘living space’ of its peoples. The principles of a people’s community, defined as the ‘small-scale living space of a given people’ (*Kleinlebensraum des Volstums*), remained also valid for the ‘greater living space of the family of peoples’ (*Großlebensraum der Völkerfamilie*).\(^2\)

In 1943, linking the future stability of Nazi expansion to the Germanisation of conquered lands, as Daitz did, was no longer only a theoretical proposition but informed German policies on the ground. This was certainly not lost on the Polish government in exile. In a study under the telling title ‘Quest for German blood’, it accused the Germans of a large-scale de-nationalisation and forced assimilation campaign that was aiming at nothing less than the destruction of the Polish people.\(^3\) And it was certainly not lost on one of the first scholars of Nazi crimes when he connected, for example, the ban of French teaching and the compulsory introduction of German in Luxemburg schools to the mass killings of Jews in the East. For Raphael Lemkin in his magisterial study *Axis rule in occupied Europe*, published in 1944 in American exile, these were two aspects of one policy: the ‘destruction of the national
pattern of the oppressed … [and] the imposition of the national pattern of the oppressor’ for which he coined the term genocide.⁴

We have started with these contemporary observations because they demonstrate what, we argue, would get increasingly lost later on in the otherwise extensive historiography of Nazi Germany: the close link between territorial expansion and what Hitler, in his seminal speech after the defeat of Poland, had called the quest for ‘a new ethnographic order’ in Europe. It is precisely at this point that this special issue sets in. All four contributions start from the premise that the notions of Lebensraum and Volksgemeinschaft need to be analysed as interrelated and interdependent notions pointing to the inner core of what drove the entire Nazi project. In doing so, this special issue is an intervention into a debate which has often failed to pay attention to this close nexus. If historians were interested in the Nazi Volksgemeinschaft, then in order to understand the regime’s early years and its attempt to strengthen its grip on power while, by contrast, studies dealing with the idea of Lebensraum do so in the context of German expansionist ideology, politics, and military occupation after the outbreak of war.⁵ In a way it might not come as a surprise to see why the explanatory power of Volksgemeinschaft as an analytical term seemed to be limited to the time before the war given that the signatory crimes of the Nazi regime ranging from mass deportations, forced labour or the annihilation of Soviet prisoners of war and European Jewry could all be understood as different exclusionary aspects of radical population policies aiming to eliminate all non-German(ic) peoples from a territory destined to become German living space. However, the understandable focus on these mass crimes, in other words on the ‘negative’ aspects of Nazi population policies, as Götz Aly phrased it, borrowing from a distinction made by Erhard Wetzel, a top-level bureaucrat in the Ministry for the Occupied Territories commenting on the murderous SS General Plan East (Generalplan Ost), came at a price. They systematically overshadowed the ‘positive’ elements, an expression used by Aly to describe
policies aiming at often enforced and also violent attempts to include those parts of the local population who could be assimilated into the German people’s community.⁶

Historical research tended to keep these two different aspects of Nazi population policy apart with studies on the establishment of the people’s community rarely spilling over into those focussing on the expansion eastwards. Unsurprisingly, the first studies on Nazi occupation policies emerged first in those countries that had suffered most. Poland is a case in point. While not ignoring the extent to which German authorities had brought parts of the local population particularly in the borderlands to throw in their lot with the occupiers, this—as it was called in Polish historiography—gemeinheitsetzung, i.e. Germanization, was seen to have rested almost entirely upon coercion and open terror.⁷ In the west, by contrast, historians seemed much less interested in Nazi occupation or, more specifically, population policies in conquered eastern Europe. Some studies on individual aspects notwithstanding, often focussing on specific regions or Nazi institutions,⁸ it was not until the last two decades of the twentieth century that this changed and, for example, the megalomaniac SS dystopia as laid down in the General Plan East was taken seriously as one possible explanation for the explosion of violence in the occupied east. Equally important, it was only then when historians started to realize that there was a causal connection between the settlement of Germans and genocidal policies.⁹ Here, too, however, the focus was very much on explaining the extremely high level of violence unleashed both at the front, in in the so-called ‘war of annihilation’, and in the occupied territories with, for example, the settlement of Baltic Germans in western Poland of interest mainly as a function for the radicalisation of anti-Slavic and anti-Jewish persecution.¹⁰ It is in the more recent studies that implicitly or explicitly place Nazi expansionist policy in a colonial framework, where an analysis of this massive violence against so-called völkisch or racial aliens does not entirely overshadow German ‘nation building’.¹¹ Whether in the Wartheland in Poland or at Hegewald in the Ukraine, the ideological construction of the ‘other’, so fundamental for the justification of
violence, seemed to have gone hand in hand with the reassuring vision of establishing the
German people’s community abroad.\textsuperscript{12} Amidst the unfolding Holocaust in the Western
Poland, BDM women were dispatched to ensure that the local German population as well as
the various ethnic Germans who had just arrived from different parts of Eastern Europe
understood what was expected of them as the nucleus of the new German
\textit{Volksgemeinschaft}.\textsuperscript{13}

However, such observations are not yet fully integrated in how present-day historians
perceive and discuss the origins, nature and scope of the \textit{Volksgemeinschaft} in the later years
of the Nazi regime. Although the intensive debate of the recent decade seems to slowly
converge around the insight that historical scholarship has much to gain from analysing this
term and its colourful meanings, regardless of its preeminent place in the \textit{Lingua Tertii
Imperii}, most studies still concentrate on the early periods of the Nazi regime and on the
territory of the Old Reich.\textsuperscript{14} For this territory and time, it is meanwhile well-established that
the regime’s high approval rates as well as its at times excessive violence was to a significant
degree grounded in the emotions and the desire to belong to this \textit{Volksgemeinschaft} – in other
words, that integration in this national community and terror against alleged ‘outsiders’ were
mutually dependent.\textsuperscript{15} Yet, in which ways this pre-war \textit{Volksgemeinschaft} changed with the
German aggressive annexation and occupation policy in the late 1930s, whether and how this
ideal was practically applied in multi-ethnic territories under the German control, and how
those offered the change to belong to it reacted to this proposition, these and similar questions
are still not sufficiently tackled.\textsuperscript{16} Against this background, the four articles in this special
issue stand on the shoulders of the previous research on \textit{Lebensraum} and \textit{Volksgemeinschaft},
yet they aim of advancing it by providing at least some answers to these questions.

The first article by Armin Nolzen takes a fresh look at the German occupation policies
in those territories that originally bordered the German Reich and which, from 1935 onwards,
were either peacefully integrated or violently annexed. He begins with a careful analysis of
the NSDAP’s efforts to organize the so-called German Front in the Saar and then goes on to demonstrate that they served as a blueprint for its relations with ethnic German organisations in Lorraine, Lower Styr and in the General Government in the following years. In all of these regions, the NSDAP attempted to use those individuals that it had identified as ‘ethnic Germans’ as the nucleus for the new social order, modelled according to the criteria of the *Volksgemeinschaft* in the so-called Altreich, i.e. Nazi Germany in the borders of 1937. Yet, the relations between the party and the ‘ethnic Germans’ often remained strained – in part due of the power struggles in the polycratic Reich, in part because of party’s attempt to assimilate or to fully integrated previously independent ethnic German organizations on the ground. As Nolzen demonstrates, being classified as an ‘ethnic German’ and thus to be accepted into the *Volksgemeinschaft* was not the result of a onetime decision, but a volatile and reversible form of belonging.

Daniel Siemens’ article on the settlement initiatives of the Nazi stormtroopers (SA) analyses on how this organization, building on ideas and initiatives of ‘inner colonisation’, in the second half of the 1930s began to develop plans for large-scale colonisation projects in the annexed and occupied parts of Eastern Europe. These plans, drafted in particular by SA-General Siegfried Kasche, between 1938 and 1942 the so-called ‘commissioner of the SA Chief of Staff for the placement of new farmers and matters of ethnicity’, have previously escaped historiographical scrutiny. Although the SA’s ambitions in ‘Germanization’ suffered a serious backlash with the outbreak of the war and in particular due to its rivalries with the more powerful SS, Siemens demonstrates that the organisation contributed to the formation of the *Volksgemeinschaft* in the occupied territories and that it envisaged to play a leading role in these regions once the war would be won.

Gerhard Wolf’s studies the practices of German occupation policies in the Warthegau, Polish territory that was annexed by the German Reich shortly after the beginning of the Second World War. Wolf argues that establishing the German *Volksgemeinschaft* in such a
multi-ethnic region was a difficult task for the occupiers that could not be solved by relying on (supposed) racial criteria. Instead, the attribution of ‘Germanness’ hinged decisively on individuals’ behaviour and their cultural affiliation with Germany prior to 1939. Wolf demonstrates that, as a consequence, the local populations were not passive objects of German occupation bureaucracies, but had a surprisingly high level of agency that they used as best as they could to convince the authorities of their ‘value’ for the *Volksgemeinschaft.*

Finally, Geraldien von Frijtag Drabbe Künzel reveals that the grandiose vision of a Germanic Eastern Europe held an appeal that was not restricted to the National Socialists of Germany. Between 1941 and 1944 over five thousand civilians from the Netherlands left for work in the German-occupied East. They regarded themselves as ‘pioneers’ of a large-scale colonization project that was to involve all peoples of ‘Germanic’ origin and that was to make good for the losses of Dutch colonies overseas. Although the project enjoyed the goodwill of Himmler and his SS, it quickly ran into trouble, due to unrealistic expectations on both the German and the Dutch side, but even more so because of the changing course of the war. As von Frijtag Drabbe Künzel can show, however, the imperial dimension of ‘Germanization’ policies reached out well beyond the boundaries of individual nations. Her analysis invites for further study on the appeal of the idea of ‘living space’ in a wider European context.

Establishing the German people’s community, this is the argument of all four contributions, was not restricted to the territory of the *Altreich* and did not lose its salience in 1939. Indeed, it became a central element in the ideology and practice of Nazi occupation policies from the late 1930s and fuelled the mass violence on the way to what the Nazis called their Greater Germanic Empire.
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